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REGULAR MEETING 

OPERATIONS & CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE 

MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT 

583 SAN YSIDRO ROAD 

Monday, October 19, 2020 

9:30 A.M. 
 

Join by Teleconference:   
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/828614613  

Tel: (872) 240-3412   Access Code: 828-614-613 # 

AGENDA 

1) CALL TO ORDER, DETERMINATION OF COMMITTEE QUORUM 

2) PUBLIC FORUM 

NOTE: This portion of the agenda may be utilized by any person to address the Operations & Administration 

Committee on any matter within the jurisdiction of the Committee. No consideration or discussion shall be undertaken 

by Committee members at this time on any item not appearing on this agenda except as permitted by the Ralph M. 

Brown Act. Discussion items receiving recommendations by the Committee, and/or items requiring action will be 

placed on the agenda of a future meeting of the Montecito Water District Board of Directors. 

3) ITEMS FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 

A. Denied Customer Claim Appeal for Account #10-0633-04; 

B. Declaration of Surplus Equipment; 

C. Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Design Project Update; 

D. Update on Smart Meter Program; 

E. Update on District COVID-19 Prevention and Response Plan; 

F. Review of Water Loss Adjustment Policy; 

G. Customer Communications & Public Relations; 

 

4) ADJOURNMENT 

Note: In accordance with Executive Orders N-25-20, N-29-20, and N-33-20, issued by the Governor of the State of California 

in response to COVID-19, in-person public participation at Montecito Water District meetings is suspended. The District has 

established alternative methods of participation which permit members of the public to observe and address public meetings 

telephonically and/or electronically. These methods of participation can be accessed through the internet link provided at the 

top of this agenda.  

This agenda was posted on the District website, and at the Montecito Water District outside display case at 9:30 a.m. on 

October 16, 2020. The Americans with Disabilities Act provides that no qualified individual with a disability shall be excluded 

from participation in, or denied the benefits of, the District’s programs, services or activities because of any disability. If you 

need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the District Office at 805-969-2271. Notification at least 

twenty-four (24) hours prior to the meeting will enable the District to make appropriate arrangements. Agendas, agenda 

packets, and additional materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the Committee after distribution of the agenda 

packet are available on the District website. 

* 

* 

* 
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT 

MEMORANDUM 

SECTION: 3-A 

DATE: OCTOBER 19, 2020 

TO: OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE 

FROM: ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER 

SUBJECT: DENIED CUSTOMER CLAIM APPEAL FOR ACCT #10-0633-04 

RECOMMENDATION: 

To be determined by the Committee. 

CIRCUMSTANCES CONSIDERED:  

A District customer located on Santa Rosa Lane experienced a leak in the copper piping beneath 

the slab of her home.  The leak was identified when the customer noticed their bill increasing 

from 4 units per month to 9 units in July and August 2020.  The customer contacted the District 

and after a conversation with District Customer Service staff, the customer decided to hire a leak 

detector.  The leak detector found a leak beneath the concrete slab in the customer’s kitchen as 

shown in his report in Attachment 1.  The customer then hired a contractor to repair the pipe and 

the plumber whose bill is shown in Attachment 1.   

The customer submitted a claim form to District staff on September 3, 2020 in the amount of 

$1,358.22 plus the cost of lost water and dry wall and molding repairs which had not yet been 

completed.  The claim form stated the District “turned the water off and on several times and did 

not tell me the exact time so I could open faucets in my house to relieve pressure”.   

After careful review of the claim, District staff denied the claim on October 2, 2020, see 

discussion below.  The customer appealed the denial in an email letter on October 16, 2020 

shown in Attachment 2.   

 

STAFF ANALYSIS: 

As part of the Santa Rosa Lane Water Main Replacement Project, the District did shutoff water 

to the customer’s property on June 15, 2020 and July 1, 2020.  Both temporary shutoffs were 

noticed using Everbridge electronic notices and also physical door hangers on each affected 

home.  The temporary shutoffs were scheduled from 8:30am to 3:30pm both times and all work 

was performed inside this shutoff window.  During the shutdowns, the water main in front of the 

customer’s house was isolated by closing valves in the area, then the water main is cut to relieve 

pressure and drain the pipe. There is no suction pressure on pipes during the shutdown that could 

have caused the joint to blow out.  When the water main work is done, water is slowly turned 

back on to avoid water hammer on District and private pipes.  Once the pipes were filled with 

water, District field staff specifically recall opening the customer’s hose bib on their house 
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immediately after both shutoffs to relieve any air from the private side piping.  The customer’s 

meter was also replaced during the July 1, 2020 shutdown with no issues reported during the 

work. Based on the Districts actions during the temporary shutoffs and the type of leak, District 

staff do not believe the leak was caused by District operations.  

 

ATTACHMENTS: 

• Attachment 1 – Customer Claim Form, Photos and Invoices (redacted) 

• Attachment 2 – Customer Appeal Letter (email) 
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Attachment 1 Photos 
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Adam Kanold

From: Lois Werner
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 8:17 AM
To: Adam Kanold
Subject: FW: Water Loss Adjustment Request
Attachments: IMG_0632 (5).jpg

Please consider this an appeal letter. There isn’t exactly time for formal letter writing. 
 

From: Cindy Marcus <reidsinc@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:14 PM 
To: Lois Werner <Lois@montecitowater.com> 
Subject: Re: Water Loss Adjustment Request 
 
Hi, 
Thank you for your fast response.  I would like to appeal as the leak was at a joint.  How do I write to the Board?  The 
person who wrote up the invoice was not the person who did the work.  The person who did the work told me the leak 
was at a joint and I have the piece that he cut out and you can see it was at a joint.  That is why I sent pictures to 
them.  If they want to see the piece that was cut out of the pipe, I have it.  
 
It would be quite a coincidence that my water bill went up and this leak was discovered just after the time that they 
replaced the pipes in the street and replaced my meter.  I had never had a leak like this before and the pipes did not look 
like they were that old to have pinhole leaks.  I did not see a pinhole in the pipe itself.  The leak was at the joint of a T in 
the pipe.  See picture attached.  It was where the T connected to the pipe where the shiny part is.  That is not a pinhole 
in the pipe. 
 
Please let me know how to join the meeting and at what time it is on Monday. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Cindy Marcus 
 
On Thu, Oct 15, 2020 at 4:50 PM Lois Werner <Lois@montecitowater.com> wrote: 

Ms Marcus, 

  

The water loss adjustment policy allows for the usage above average to be charged at the tier 1 rate (the lowest rate). 
Since your highest usage was only 9 HCF, and never extended into the higher-priced tiers, there would be no 
adjustment due on your account.  

  

You may want to appeal to the Board of Directors. If you write (email is fine) to the Board appealing the decisions on 
your claim and adjustment request, the Operations and Customer Relations Committee Committee will hear your case 
and bring a recommendation to the Board. The Committee meets on Monday. If you can send a written appeal 
tomorrow we can include it on their agenda. Meetings are all virtual at this time due to COVID-19, so you could log into 
the meeting and speak to the Committee yourself once the matter is on the agenda. 
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2

I can tell you that the plumber’s invoice, which called the leak a “pinhole” may be part of the problem. Pinholes are 
found in aging pipes and are not the result of pressure fluctuations or the “hammer effect” that can happen when 
water is introduced too quickly into a system.  It is not clear from the invoice whether the problem was a pinhole or the 
joint, since both are mentioned. 

Lois Werner 

Montecito Water District 

lois@montecitowater.com 

805-969-2271 

From: Cindy Marcus <reidsinc@gmail.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 3:31 PM 
To: Lois Werner <Lois@montecitowater.com> 
Subject: Water Loss Adjustment Request 

Attached is the Water Loss Adjustment Request Form.  I sent all of the bills in as I believe the cause of the leak was due 
to the work they were doing while replacing the water pipes and meter as the leak started when they did that 
work.  Ray told me that if the leak were in a joint that it could be due to the work that they did and the pressure 
changes or all the banging they were doing. 

They refused to pay for it.  I am requesting that you adjust my bill for the water loss since they did not agree to 
pay the expense of getting the leak fixed.  I was not going to request the water loss adjustment had they 
agreed to pay for the repairs.  I don't know why they had to replace the pipes in the street during a pandemic 
when we are all home and work was cancelled.  I did not want to have all those people in my house repairing 
things when we are being told to distance and not be close to other people but I had no choice.  This was not 
a project that I wanted to do or pay for at this time but was forced to do it. 

Please adjust my bill for July and August as I had the repairs done in September. 
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT  

MEMORANDUM  

 

SECTION: 3-B 

 

DATE:  OCTOBER 19, 2020 

 

TO:   OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE  

 

FROM:  GENERAL MANAGER  

 

SUBJECT:  DECLARATION OF SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Recommend that the Board of Directors declare the following District equipment as surplus: 

1. 1998 John Deere 310E Backhoe Loader; Turbo 4WD; 1,475 hours; Serial # T0310EX855090 

(Formerly vehicle #170) 

DISCUSSION: 

The vehicle to be declared surplus has already been replaced as part of the Board adopted FY20 

budget.  The replacement vehicle (backhoe) has been purchased and is now in use by District 

staff.  The legacy vehicle is a 1998 John Deere 310E Backhoe Loader.   The legacy backhoe had 

high mileage, engine hours, and many years of wear and tear.  Once declared surplus, the vehicle 

listed above will be sent to auction in late 2020. 
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT  

MEMORANDUM  

 

SECTION: 3-C 
 

DATE:  OCTOBER 19, 2020 
 

TO:   OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE  
 

FROM:  ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER  
 

SUBJECT:  JUNCAL DAM EMERGENCY RELEASE VALVE REDESIGN  

RECOMMENDATION: 

• Recommend that the Board of Directors make a determination that the project is 

categorically exempt from environmental review pursuant to the requirements of the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as set forth on the attached Notice of 

Exemption. 

• Recommend that the Board of Directors authorize staff to file the attached Notice of 

Exemption from CEQA with County of Santa Barbara Clerk of the Board. 

• Recommend that the Board of Directors authorize staff to execute a contract with GEI 

Consultants for the Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Redesign for a not to exceed 

amount of $119,500.  

DISCUSSION: 

The California Department of Water Resources Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) visited the 

Juncal Dam in June 2020 to inspect the dams and associated facilities.   The post-inspection 

report noted the twin 36-inch valves were not fully functional and requested the District send 

DSOD the results of an alternatives analysis to restore the valves by December 31, 2020.  

District staff are aware of the need to restore the twin 36-inch valves.  Projects to redesign and 

reconstruct the valves have been included in the 5-year financial plan and Capital Improvement 

Plan.  

The purpose of this project is to restore the functionality of the twin, 36-inch emergency release 

valves at Juncal Dam in accordance with DSOD requirements and to provide a more robust 

solution for operating the valves when needed during heavy rainfall events to avoid overtopping 

the dam.  

District staff obtained references from other local agencies and engaged with GEI Consultants 

(GEI) to assess the valves and determine the best methods for restoring them.  GEI and their 

subconsultant Keo Civil performed a site visit in September 2020.  Based on the site visit and the 

consultant’s references, it was clear GEI and Keo Civil have extensive experience with similar 

aging valves and arch dams in California.  The District Engineering Manager and consultant 

Allen Larsen, who has rebuilt the valves multiple times in the last 30 years, both attended the site 

visit with GEI and Keo Civil.  All parties discussed the alternatives for replacing or repairing the 

valves and adding a redundant valve downstream of the dam.  The team agreed the existing 
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valves need to be replaced not repaired due to the unknown integrity of the existing valve 

material or compatibility with new valve parts.  The team also agreed new secondary valves 

should be installed downstream using a steel foundation to provide redundancy in the event one 

of the valves inside the dam fails.  Lastly the team agreed a new hoist needs to be installed to lift 

the heavy valve parts in and out of the tower.  District staff and Allen Larsen are confident GEI 

and Keo Civil understand the challenges of the project and have practical solutions in mind.   

After the site visit, GEI provided the proposal shown in Attachment 1.  GEI is proposing to 

prepare 10% design plans and a memorandum to DSOD by December 31, 2020 to explain the 

proposed approach to replacing the valves and adding a redundant valve downstream of the dam.  

After DSOD approval, GEI will then proceed with 90% design plans, specifications and cost 

estimate.  The 90% design plans will be reviewed by DSOD and District staff. Upon DSOD 

concurrence, GEI will assist the District with a project application with DSOD and proceed to 

100% design plans. The 100% design plans would then be used to request construction bids from 

qualified contractors.  The GEI scope of work does not include construction inspections which 

would be part of a future proposal.  Based on GEIs past experience with similar dams and 

preliminary ideas for restoring the twin 36” valves at Juncal Dam, District staff recommend an 

award to GEI consultants in the amount of $119,500.  

This project is  exempt from environmental review based on a categorical exemption in the 

California Code of Regulations [“CCR”], as indicated on the attached Notice of Exemption form, 

because  the only  work to be done for the project includes  repair and/or maintenance of existing 

facilities used to provide public utility services [CCR 15301(b)] and/or restoration of facilities 

and mechanical equipment [CCR 15301(d)].  Upon an appropriate finding by the Board of 

Directors, a Notice of Exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act will be filed by 

staff prior to the performance of the work.  The Notice of Exemption will be filed with the 

County of Santa Barbara Clerk of the Board and will remain posted for 30 days. 

SCHEDULE: 

GEI Consultants proposes to complete all work stated above including 100% design plans, 

specifications, and cost estimate within 16 weeks of Notice to Proceed.  This meets the DSOD 

requirement to provide an alternatives analysis memorandum by December 31, 2020.  The final 

design drawings will be used to move into the construction phase in FY2022.  

 

FISCAL IMPACT:  

The GEI Consultants redesign scope of work will cost $119,500 which is within the FY2021 

budgeted amount of $125,000.    

 

ATTACHMENTS: 

1. Proposal from GEI Consultants 

2. Notice of Exemption Form – Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Design Phase 2  
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Consulting 

Engineers and 

Scientists 

www.ge i con su l t a n t s . c om GEI Consultants, Inc. 
2868 Prospect Park Drive, Suite 400, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

916.631.4500 Fax 916.631.4501 

October 7, 2020 

 

Mr. Adam Kanold 
Asst. General Manager/Engineering Manager 
Montecito Water District 
583 San Ysidro Road 
Santa Barbara, CA 93108  

Subject: Proposal for the Juncal Dam Outlet Rehabilitation Project  

Dear Mr. Kanold: 

GEI Consultants, Inc. (GEI) has prepared the following proposal for conducting work associated with the 
rehabilitation of the outlet system at Juncal Dam. We are very interested and committed to performing these 
services and look to efficiently deliver this project in an expedited schedule.  We have reviewed various 
information that has already been developed as outlined in our scope and will rely on the information as 
appropriate. The work will also require close coordination with the Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD). 

GEI is uniquely experienced and qualified to undertake this task due to our past and current work on many 
dams and reservoirs across the United States including assessing inlet/outlet works. Critical to the success of any 
project are the people who will manage and execute the work. Our team is designed to be responsive to 
Montecito Water District (District) and be able to work closely with DSOD.  For this contract, David 
Gutierrez, P.E., G.E., will serve as the Principal-in-Charge. He has 38 years of experience working on dams and 
is the former Chief of DSOD working on all aspects associated with dams in California. Michael Wong, P.E., 
will serve as the Project Manager. Michael has more than 18 years of experience with Civil works projects, large 
multi-disciplinary design and construction, and project management experience for Private, Public and Federal 
clients. David and Michael will be supported by GEI engineers and other technical staff as required to complete 
the project in a timely manner. We understand that performing work at the Juncal Dam can be challenging 
from a constructability standpoint given the Dam location, site access and age of the Dam. Therefore, GEI has 
engaged subconsultant Gary Boring from Keo Civil, LLC to also attend the field investigation and provide 
expertise on constructability.  

GEI has reviewed preliminary information, made a field inspection and discussed potential solutions with you 
to provide a reliable system for emergency drawdown at Juncal Dam. A detailed scope of work, budget and 
schedule is outlined in the following pages.  

We appreciate the opportunity to assist the District on this critical project. Please contact David Gutierrez at 
916.799.4121 (dgutierrez@geiconsultants.com) or Michael Wong at 916.205.8603 
(mwong@geiconsultants.com) if you have questions. 

Sincerely, 

GEI Consultants, Inc. 

David Gutierrez, P.E., G.E.    Michael Wong, P.E. 
Principle-in-Charge     Project Manager 
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SCOPE OF WORK 

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING 

Juncal Dam is located on the Santa Ynez River in Santa Barbara County, California. The dam is owned and 
operated by the Montecito Water District and is under the jurisdiction of the Division of Safety of Dams 
(DSOD) The dam was constructed between 1924 and 1930 and is approximately 160 feet high. The reservoir 
impounds approximately 7,000 acre-feet and is used for water supply. The facility includes the main variable 
arch dam and two saddle dams. The dam has an outlet tower and inlet tower.  The outlet tower is attached to 
the upstream face and is semi-circular. The tower is dry with two 36-inch valves approximately 90 feet below 
the dam crest and are used for emergency drawdown. The valves are located on a bench on the left abutment 
of the dam. The outlet pipe consists of ductile iron pipe and was cast-in-place when the dam was constructed, 
and the valves are part of the original construction. The inlet tower is used for water supply to the system. 
The current outlet system at Juncal Dam is not a reliable system to provide drawdown during an emergency 
due to the age of the valves, reservoir siltation and other issues. Silt is approximately 7 to 10 feet above the 
inlet but has historically been flushed to allow some maintenance to the valves. The District is currently 
concerned with exercising the valves due to their age. The District has an existing bulkhead that has been 
recently used to allow maintenance of the system. DSOD has requested the District to develop a plan and 
schedule to provide reliable operation of the emergency outlet.  

OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

The objective of this project is to improve the reliability of the District’s emergency drawdown of Juncal 
Dam. The scope of this proposal will be to perform required investigations and field tests then develop plans 
and specifications to rehabilitate the outlet system.  Currently, the two 36- inch valves of the outlet structure 
are unreliable in an emergency situation. In order to improve the reliability of the outlet works, GEI proposes 
to: 

■ Make the necessary inspections and tests. 
■ Replace the two existing 36 inch valves. 
■ Add a new inlet pipe system in in order to allow water intake above the existing silt line. 
■ Install two new valves and necessary support on the downstream side of the outlet works for 

redundancy and to allow regular exercising of the outlet valves. 
■ Provide a crane system on the top of the dam for unloading the barge (water side), accessing the 

outlet tower and lowering equipment to the downstream side of the dam. 

Replacing the existing valves will allow the District to have reliable valves designed with current technology 
and materials.  

SCOPE 

Task 1 – Project Management 

GEI will provide project management throughout each task to assure budget and schedule requirements are 
met. The project manager will maintain regular communications with the District and will directly address 
and communicate any potential impacts to schedule and budget as they arise. Additionally, bi-weekly progress 
meetings will be conducted to keep the design team coordinated and working toward successfully completing 
the project. GEI will provide a monthly progress report to apprise the District of the work to date and work 
coming up as well as project accruals and percentage complete estimates. 
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Scope of Work Montecito Water District 
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Quality Assurance will be provided for each task. Calculations, cost estimates, and other detailed analyses will 
be checked by senior staff for accuracy. Prior to each submittal to the District, our senior staff will conduct an 
Independent Technical Review (ITR) of all deliverables to assure that there are no fatal flaws in design or 
assumptions and that the overall design is viable and constructible. 

Task 1 Deliverables 

■ Monthly status reports attached to invoices 
■ Meeting agendas and minutes 

Task 1.1 Assumptions 

■ All meetings will be conducted by conference call unless specifically noted in scope. 
■ Meeting agendas and minutes will be developed for each meeting. 
■ The level of effort assumes that members of the GEI team will participate in up to four conference 

calls with the District during the life of the project in addition to the field visits noted in the scope. 

Task 2 – Develop 10% Conceptual Design 

GEI will develop one plan sheet outlining the conceptual design of the outlet replacement project.  The 
conceptual design will include valve selection, conceptual design of the downstream valve support structure 
and conceptual design of the crane device on top of the dam to lower the downstream valves. GEI will 
develop a conceptual 10% design, preliminary constructability review and Level 5 Cost Estimate per 
Advancement of Cost Engineers (AACE). 

GEI will survey the tower interior and downstream area in order to develop plans for the project.  The survey 
will be conducted using the FARO Focuss 150 Laser Scanner to capture highly detailed information of the 
exterior of the downstream side of Juncal Dam and the interior of the Emergency and Supply Towers. The 
Scanner produces a point cloud, a series of data points in space. Each point has detailed x,y,z information for 
a specific coordinate system and each point can be captured with color or black and white information. The 
point cloud data will be used as a basis of design in AutoCAD, Revit, Civil 3D, or ArcGIS.  

GEI will hire a subconsultant to perform tests on the cast iron outlet pipes within the outlet tower and 
downstream pipe and flange.  The tests will include assessing the pipes and flange for structural integrity. 

GEI will develop a draft transmittal letter for submittal to DSOD in order to obtain approval of the concept 
of the outlet rehabilitation project. GEI will attend one conference call to explain the concept to DSOD. 

GEI will make preliminary calculations to determine the proposed outlet capacity and compare the capacity 
to DSOD policy on drawdown requirements.  

Task 2 Deliverables 

■ One plan sheet showing the conceptual outlet modifications including valve selection, downstream 
support structure, crane system and upstream inlet arrangement 

■ Level 5 cost estimate per AACE 
■ Draft transmittal letter to DSOD presenting conceptual design 
■ Test results demonstrating condition of the existing ductile iron pipe at the existing valve and 

downstream flange area 
■ Presentation materials for conference call with DSOD 
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■ Field memo describing conditions of the pipe based on visual inspection and test results and 
preliminary constructability memo 

Task 2 Assumptions 

■ There will be one field trip to conduct the survey, pipe testing and to enter the outlet tower.  
■ The District will provide all necessary equipment and protocol to safely enter the outlet tower for an 

inspection. 
■ As-builts, previous inspections of pipes, valves, waterside of the dam video and photographs will be 

provided by the District. 
■ District to provide information on existing controller system of valves, software, communications, 

power, etc. 
■ The District will confirm the upstream conditions to ensure placement of an inlet structure can be 

constructed underwater and will confirm that the silt will not hamper construction. District to 
provide divers to measure silt levels, document existing conditions of the inlet pipes (including 
photographs and measurements of the concrete pedestal, pipe size, bolt pattern, trash rack, etc.) 

■ Meeting agendas and minutes will be developed for each meeting. 
■ The District already has an appropriate and safe method to plug the existing valve during 

construction. 
■ An alternatives analysis is not required since there are no realistic economical alternatives to the outlet 

rehabilitation project. The most realistic alternative is to replace the valves within the tower and 
provide valves downstream of the dam and provide an upstream pipe above the silt line. 

■ The current outlet configuration will meet DSOD drawdown requirements. This will be checked 
during the 10% design and negotiated with DSOD if the criteria is not met.  

Task 3 – 90% Plans, specifications and cost estimate 

GEI will develop 90% design plans and specifications and supporting hydraulic and structural calculations for 
installation of the proposed outlet system, outlet tower valves replacement, controls, downstream valve 
arrangement, downstream valve structural support and crane apparatus at the top of the dam. The 90% plans 
and specifications will be submitted to the District for comment. The 90% plans and specifications will be 
submitted to DSOD approval. 

GEI will assist the District in completing an Application for the Alteration of a Dam and Reservoir if required 
by DSOD. 

Task 3 Deliverables 

■ Two plan sheets showing the outlet modifications including controls, downstream support structure, 
upstream inlet arrangement and trashrack, crane system on top of the dam. 

■ Draft transmittal letter to DSOD presenting 90% design. 

Task 3 Assumptions 

■ There will be one round of comments from the District for the 90% plans and specifications.  
■ There will be one round of comments from DSOD for the 90% plans and specifications.  
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Task 4 – 100% Plans and Specifications 

GEI will develop 100% design plans and specifications based on comments received by DSOD from the 90% 
submittal.  

Task 4 Deliverables 

■ Two plan sheets showing the outlet modifications including controls, downstream support structure, 
upstream inlet arrangement and trashrack and crane system on top of the dam. 

■ Draft transmittal letter to DSOD presenting 100% design. 

Task 4 Assumptions 

■ There will be one round of comments from the District for the 100% plans and specifications.  
■ There will be no additional comments from DSOD for the 100% plans and specifications.  

Task 5 – Construction Management, Initial Contractor Coordination (Optional) 

GEI will provide a resident engineer, construction management services and initial contractor coordination if 
requested.  This task will be detailed by GEI if desired by the District.   

SCHEDULE 
Work will be initiated upon receipt of a Notice to Proceed (NTP). Work will proceed as 
estimated below: 

Task Completion Weeks After NTP 

1. Project Management  Throughout life of project 

2. Develop 10% Conceptual Design 8 

3. Develop 60% Design 12 

4. Develop 100% Design 16 

5. Construction Management, Contractor Coordination 
(Optional) 

TBD 

 Assumes District Reviews are one week and DSOD reviews are 2 months for each task.  

BUDGET 

Our estimated budget for this project is $119,500. This estimate assumes project will be conducted during 
2020 and 2021.  

Task Budget Estimate 

1. Project Management  $13,200 

2. Develop 10% Conceptual Design & Investigations $60,500 

3. Develop 60% Design $32,000 

4. Develop 100% Design $13,800 

5. Construction Management TBD 

Total $119,500 
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Statutory Exemptions. State code number: 

_______________________________________________

Print Form

Notice of Exemption Appendix E 

 From: (Public Agency):  ____________________________To: Office of Planning and Research 
P.O. Box 3044, Room 113

 _______________________________________________Sacramento, CA 95812-3044 

 County Clerk 
(Address) 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

County of:  __________________ 

Project Title:  ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Project Applicant: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Project Location - Specific: 

Project Location - City: ______________________ Project Location - County: 

Description of Nature, Purpose and Beneficiaries of Project: 

_____________________ 

Name of Public Agency Approving Project: _____________________________________________________ 

Name of Person or Agency Carrying Out Project: ________________________________________________ 

Exempt Status:  (check one): 
Ministerial (Sec. 21080(b)(1); 15268); 

Declared Emergency (Sec. 21080(b)(3); 15269(a)); 

Emergency Project (Sec. 21080(b)(4); 15269(b)(c)); 

Reasons why project is exempt: 

Lead Agency 
Contact Person: ____________________________ Area Code/Telephone/Extension: _______________ 

If filed by applicant: 
Attach certified document of exemption finding.
Has a Notice of Exemption been filed by the public agency approving the project?  Yes No 

Signature: ____________________________ Date: 

Authority cited: Sections 21083 and 21110, Public Resources Code. Date Received for filing at OPR: 
Reference: Sections 21108, 21152, and 21152.1, Public Resources Code. 

_______________ 

Categorical Exemption. State type and section number: ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________ Title: _______________________ 

Revised 2011 

p

Montecito Water District
583 San Ysidro Road

Santa Barbara, CA 93108

Santa Barbara
105 E. Anapamu St, Room 407

Santa Barbara, CA 93101

Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Repair Project

Montecito Water District

Juncal Dam, 2710 Paradise Road, Santa Barbara, CA

Santa Barbara Santa Barbara

The project includes redesigning and reconstructing the emergency release valves at 
the Juncal Dam. 

Montecito Water District
Adam Kanold, Assistant General Manager

X 15301[b], 15301[d]

15301[b] Juncal Dam is an existing facilitiy used to serve potable water to District
customers.
15301[d] restoration of deteriorated facilities or mechanical equipment.

Adam Kanold 805-969-2271

10-19-2020 Asst General Manager

■
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